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In contrast with QFT, classical field theory can be formulated in strict mathematical terms of fibre
bundles, graded manifolds and jet manifolds. Second Noether theorems provide BRST extension
of this classical field theory by means of ghosts and antifields for the purpose of its quantization.
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1 Introduction
Contemporary QFT is mainly developed as quantization of classical field models. In con-
trast with QFT, classical field theory can be formulated in a strict mathematical way that
we present.
Observable classical fields are an electromagnetic field, Dirac spinor fields and a gravita-
tional field on a world real smooth manifold. Their dynamic equations are Euler–Lagrange
equations derived from a certain Lagrangian. One also considers classical non-abelian gauge
fields and Higgs fields. Basing on these models, we develop Lagrangian theory of classical
Grassmann-graded (even and odd) fields on an arbitrary smooth manifold in a very gen-
eral setting. Geometry of fibre bundles is known to provide the adequate mathematical
formulation of classical gauge theory and gravitation theory. Generalizing this formulation,
we define even classical fields as sections of smooth fibre bundles and, accordingly, develop
classical field theory as dynamic theory on fibre bundles. It is conventionally formulated in
terms of jet manifolds [2, 15, 20, 38, 48, 51, 57, 78, 83].
Note that we are in the category of finite-dimensional smooth real manifolds, which are
Hausdorff, second-countable and, consequently, paracompact. Let X be such a manifold.
If classical fields form a projective C∞(X)-module of finite rank, their representation by
sections of a fibre bundle follows from the well-known Serre–Swan theorem extended to
non-compact manifolds [43].
Lagrangian theory on fibre bundles is algebraically formulated in terms of the variational
bicomplex of exterior forms on jet manifolds [5, 15, 40, 42, 65, 79, 81, 83]. We are not
concerned with solutions of field equations, but develop classical field theory as sui generis
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prequantum theory that necessarily involves odd fields. For instance, these are ghosts and
antifields in the second Noether theorem.
There are different descriptions of odd fields in terms of graded manifolds [21, 61] and
supermanifolds [25, 32]. Both graded manifolds and supermanifolds are described in terms
of sheaves of graded commutative algebras [9, 59]. However, graded manifolds are charac-
terized by sheaves on smooth manifolds, while supermanifolds are constructed by gluing of
sheaves on supervector spaces. Treating odd fields on a smooth manifold X, we follow the
Serre–Swan theorem generalized to graded manifolds [13]. This states that, if a Grassmann
C∞(X)-algebra is an exterior algebra of some projective C∞(X)-module of finite rank, it
is isomorphic to the algebra of graded functions on a graded manifold whose body is X.
Lagrangian theory on fibre bundles is generalized to Lagrangian theory of even and
odd variables on graded manifolds in terms of the Grassmann-graded variational bicomplex
[8, 12, 13, 42, 83]. Theorem 1 on cohomology of the variational bicomplex results in a
solution of the global inverse problem of the calculus of variations (Theorem 2), the first
variational formula (Theorem 3) and to the first Noether theorem in a very general setting
of supersymmetries depending on higher-order derivatives of fields (Theorem 4).
Quantization of Lagrangian field theory essentially depends on its degeneracy, charac-
terized by non-trivial Noether and higher-stage Noether identities, and implies its BRST
extension by means of the corresponding ghosts and antifields [8, 14, 37, 47].
Any Euler–Lagrange operator satisfies Noether identities (henceforth NI) which are
separated into the trivial and non-trivial ones. These NI obey first-stage NI, which in turn
are subject to the second-stage NI, and so on. However, there is a problem how to select
trivial and non-trivial higher-stage NI. We follow the general notion of NI of a differential
operator [72]. They are represented by one-cycles of a certain chain complex. Its boundaries
are trivial NI, and non-trivial NI modulo the trivial ones are given by first homology of
this complex. To describe (k + 1)-stage NI, let us assume that non-trivial k-stage NI are
generated by a projective C∞(X)-module C(k) of finite rank and that a certain homology
condition holds [13, 14, 83]. In this case, (k+1)-stage NI are represented by (k+2)-cycles
of some chain complex of modules of antifields isomorphic to C(i), i ≤ k, by virtue of the
Serre–Swan theorem. Accordingly, trivial (k + 1)-stage NI are defined as its boundaries.
Iterating the arguments, we come to the exact Koszul–Tate (henceforth KT) complex (21)
with the boundary KT operator (20) whose nilpotentness is equivalent to all non-trivial NI
(Theorem 5) [13, 14, 83].
The inverse second Noether theorem (Theorem 6) associates to the KT complex the
cochain sequence (24) with the ascent operator u (25), called the gauge operator. Its com-
ponents (26) and (27) are non-trivial gauge and higher-stage gauge symmetries of Lagran-
gian theory. They obey the gauge symmetry conditions (30) and (32). The gauge operator
unlike the KT one is not nilpotent, unless gauge symmetries are abelian. Therefore, in con-
trast with NI, an intrinsic definition of non-trivial gauge and higher-stage gauge symmetries
meets difficulties. Defined by the gauge operator, gauge and higher-stage gauge symmetries
are indexed by ghosts, not gauge parameters. Herewith, k-stage gauge symmetries act on
(k − 1)-stage ghosts.
Gauge symmetries fail to form an algebra in general [35, 44, 47]. We say that gauge
and higher-stage gauge symmetries are algebraically closed if the gauge operator u (25)
admits the nilpotent BRST extension b (33) where k-stage gauge symmetries are extended
to k-stage BRST transformations acting both on (k − 1)-stage and k-stage ghosts [44, 83].
The BRST operator (33) brings the cochain sequence (24) into the BRST complex.
The KT and BRST complexes provide an above mentioned BRST extension of original
Lagrangian field theory. This extension exemplifies so called field-antifield theory whose
Lagrangians are required to satisfy the particular condition (36) called the classical master
equation. We show that an original Lagrangian is extended to a proper solution of the
master equation if the gauge operator (25) admits a nilpotent BRST extension (Theorem
7) [14, 83].
Given the BRST operator (33), a desired proper solution of the master equation is con-
structed by the formula (38). This construction completes the BRST extension of original
Lagrangian theory to the prequantum one, quantized in terms of functional integrals.
The basic field models, including gauge theory, gravitation theory and spinor fields, are
briefly considered.
2 Jet manifolds
Jet formalism [5, 38, 56, 75, 76, 79] provides the conventional language of theory of differ-
ential equations and Lagrangian theory on fibre bundles [15, 20, 38, 48, 51, 57, 78, 83].
Given a smooth fibre bundle Y → X, a k-order jet jkxs at a point x ∈ X is defined as
an equivalence class of sections s of Y → X identified by k + 1 terms of their Taylor series
at x. A key point is that a set JkY of k-order jets is a finite-dimensional smooth manifold
coordinated by (xλ, yi, yiλ, . . . , y
i
λk...λ1
), where (xλ, yi) are bundle coordinates on Y → X
and yiλr...λ1 are coordinates of derivatives, i.e., y
i
λr ...λ1
◦ s = ∂λr · · ·∂λ1s(x). Accordingly, the
infinite order jets are defined as equivalence classes of sections of a fibre bundle Y → X
identified by their Taylor series. Infinite order jets form a paracompact Fre´chet (not smooth)
manifold J∞Y . It coincides with the projective limit of the inverse system of finite order
jet manifolds
X←−Y ←− J1Y ←− · · ·Jr−1Y ←− JrY ←− · · · . (1)
The main advantage of jet formalism is that it enables one to deal with finite-dimensional
jet manifolds instead of infinite-dimensional spaces of fields. In the framework of jet for-
malism, a k-order differential equation on a fibre bundle Y → X is defined as a closed
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subbundle E of the jet bundle JkY → X. Its solution is a section s of Y → X whose
jet prolongation Jks lives in E. A k-order differential operator on Y → X is defined as a
morphism of the jet bundle JkY → X to some vector bundle E → X. However, the kernel
of a differential operator need not be a differential equation.
Jet manifolds provide the language of modern differential geometry. Due to the canonical
bundle monomorphism J1Y → T ∗X ⊗ TY over Y , any connection Γ on a fibre bundle
Y → X is represented by a global section
Γ = dxλ ⊗ (∂α + Γ
i
λ(x
µ, yj)∂i)
of the jet bundle J1Y → Y . Accordingly, we have the T ∗X ⊗ V Y -valued first order
differential operator
D = (yiα − Γ
i
λ)dx
λ ⊗ ∂i
on Y . It is called the covariant differential.
Note that there are different notions of jets. Jets of sections are particular jets of maps
[56] and jets of submanifolds [38, 57, 83]. Let us mention jets of modules over commutative
rings [57, 59] and graded commutative rings [43], and of modules over algebras of operadic
type [62]. Jets of modules over a noncommutative ring however fail to be defined.
3 Lagrangian theory of even fields
We formulate Lagrangian theory on fibre bundles in algebraic terms of the variational
bicomplex [5, 40, 42, 75, 79, 81, 83].
The inverse system (1) of jet manifolds yields the direct system
O∗X −→O∗Y −→O∗1Y −→· · ·O
∗
r−1Y −→O
∗
rY −→ · · · (2)
of differential graded algebras (henceforth DGAs) O∗rY of exterior forms on jet manifolds
JrY . Its direct limit is the DGA O∗∞Y of all exterior forms on finite order jet manifolds.
This DGA is locally generated by horizontal forms dxλ and contact forms θiΛ = dy
i
Λ −
yiλ+Λdx
λ, where Λ = (λk...λ1) denotes a symmetric multi-index, and λ + Λ = (λλk...λ1).
There is the canonical decomposition of O∗∞Y into the modules O
k,m
∞ Y of k-contact and
m-horizontal forms (m ≤ n = dimX). Accordingly, the exterior differential on O∗∞Y falls
into the sum d = dV + dH of the vertical differential dV : O
k,∗
∞ Y → O
k+1,∗
∞ Y and the total
one dH : O
∗,m
∞ Y → O
∗,m+1
∞ Y . One also introduces the projector ̺ on O
>0,n
∞ Y such that
̺ ◦ dH = 0 and the variational operator δ = ̺ ◦ d on O
∗,n
∞ Y such that δ ◦ dH = 0, δ ◦ δ = 0.
All these operators split the DGA O∗∞Y into the variational bicomplex. We consider its
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subcomplexes
0→ R → O0∞Y
dH−→O0,1∞ Y · · ·
dH−→O0,n∞ Y
δ
−→E1
δ
−→E2−→· · · , (3)
0→ O1,0∞ Y
dH−→O1,1∞ Y · · ·
dH−→O1,n∞ Y
̺
−→E1 → 0, Ek = ̺(O
k,n
∞ Y ). (4)
Their elements L ∈ O0,n∞ Y and δL ∈ E1 are finite order Lagrangians on a fibre bundle
Y → X and their Euler–Lagrange operators.
The algebraic Poincare´ lemma [65, 81] states that the variational bicomplex O∗∞Y is
locally exact. In order to obtain its cohomology, one therefore can use the abstract de
Rham theorem on sheaf cohomology [52] and the fact that Y is a strong deformation
retract of J∞Y , i.e., sheaf cohomology of J∞Y equals that of Y [5, 40]. A problem is that
the paracompact space J∞Y admits the partition of unity by functions which do not belong
to O0∞Y . Therefore, one considers the variational bicomplex Q
∗
∞Y ⊃ O
∗
∞Y whose elements
are locally exterior forms on finite order jet manifolds, and obtains its cohomology [79, 70].
Afterwards, the dH- and δ-cohomology of O
∗
∞Y is proved to be isomorphic to that of Q
∗
∞Y
[39, 40, 70, 83]. In particular, cohomology of the variational complex (3) equals the de
Rham cohomology of Y , while the complex (4) is exact.
The exactness of the complex (4) at the last term states the global first variational
formula which, firstly, shows that an Euler–Lagrange operator δL is really a variational
operator of the calculus of variations and, secondly, leads to the first Noether theorem.
Cohomology of the variational complex (3) at the term O0,n∞ Y provides a solution of the
global inverse problem of the calculus of variations on fibre bundles. It is the cohomology
of variationally trivial Lagrangians which are locally dH-exact.
4 Odd fields
The algebraic formulation of Lagrangian theory of even fields in terms of the variational
bicomplex is generalized to odd fields [8, 12, 13, 42, 83].
Namely, let a bundle Y → X of classical fields be a vector bundle. Then all jet bundles
JkY → X are also vector bundles. Let us consider a subalgebra P ∗∞Y ⊂ O
∗
∞Y of exterior
forms whose coefficients are polynomial in fibre coordinates yi, yiΛ on these bundles. In
particular, the commutative ring P 0∞Y consists of polynomials of coordinates y
i, yiΛ with
coefficients in the ring C∞(X). One can associate to such a polynomial a section of the
symmetric tensor product
m
∨(JkY )∗ of the dual of the jet bundle JkY → X, and vice versa.
Moreover, any element of P ∗∞Y is an element of the Chevalley–Eilenberg differential calculus
over P 0∞Y . This construction is extended to the case of odd fields.
In accordance with the Serre–Swan theorem [43], if a Grassmann C∞(X)-algebra is the
exterior algebra of some projective C∞(X)-module of finite rank, it is isomorphic to the
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algebra of graded functions on a graded manifold (X,AF ) whose a body is X and whose
structure ring AF of graded functions consists of sections of the exterior bundle
∧F ∗ = R⊕F ∗⊕
2
∧F ∗⊕ · · · ,
where F ∗ is the dual of some vector bundle F → X. Then the Grassmann-graded
Chevalley–Eilenberg differential calculus
0→ R → AF
d
−→S1[F ;X]
d
−→· · · Sk[F ;X]
d
−→· · ·
over AF can be constructed. One can think of its elements as being graded differential
forms on X. In particular, there is a monomorphism O∗X → S∗[F ;X]. Following suit of
an even DGA P ∗∞Y , let us consider simple graded manifolds (X,AJrF ) modelled over the
vector bundles JrF → X. We have the direct system of corresponding DGAs
S∗[F ;X]−→S∗[J1F ;X]−→· · · S∗[JrF ;X]−→· · · ,
whose direct limit S∗∞[F ;X] is the Grassmann counterpart of an even DGA P
∗
∞Y .
The total algebra of even and odd fields is the graded exterior product
P∗∞[F ;Y ] = P
∗
∞Y ∧
O∗X
S∗∞[F ;X] (5)
of the DGAs P ∗∞Y and S
∗
∞[F ;X] over their common subalgebraO
∗X [12, 42, 83]. In particu-
lar, P0∞[F ;Y ] is a graded commutative C
∞(X)-ring whose even and odd generating elements
are sections of Y → X and F → X, respectively. Let (xλ, yi, yiΛ) be bundle coordinates on
jet bundles JkY → X and (xλ, ca, caΛ) those on J
rF → X. For simplicity, let these symbols
also stand for local sections s of these bundles such that siΛ(x) = y
i
Λ and s
a
Λ(x) = c
a
Λ. Then
the DGA P∗∞[F ;Y ] (5) is locally generated by elements (y
i, yiΛ, c
a, caΛ, dx
λ, dyi, dyiΛ, dc
a, dcaΛ).
By analogy with (yi, yiΛ), one can think of odd generating elements (c
a, caΛ) as being (local)
odd fields and their jets.
In a general setting, if Y → X is not a vector bundle, we consider graded manifolds
(JrY,AFr) whose bodies are jet manifolds J
rY , and Fr = J
rY × JrF is the pull-back onto
JrY of the jet bundle JrF → X [13, 14, 83]. As a result, we obtain the direct system of
DGAs
S∗[Y × F ;Y ]−→S∗[F1; J
1Y ]−→· · ·S∗[Fr; J
rY ]−→· · · . (6)
Its direct limit S∗∞[F ;Y ] is a differential calculus over the ring S
0
∞[F ;Y ] of graded functions.
The monomorphisms O∗rY → S
∗[Fr; J
rY ] yield a monomorphism of the direct system
(2) to that (6) and, consequently, the monomorphism O∗∞Y → S
∗
∞[F ;Y ] of their direct
limits. Moreover, S∗∞[F ;Y ] is a O
0
∞Y -algebra. It contains the C
∞(X)-subalgebra P∗∞[F ;Y ]
if a fibre bundle Y → X is affine. The O0∞Y -algebra S
∗
∞[F ;Y ] is locally generated by
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elements (ca, caΛ, dx
λ, dyi, dyiΛ, dc
a, dcaΛ) with coefficient functions depending on coordinates
(xλ, yi, yiΛ). One calls (y
i, ca) the local basis for the DGA S∗∞[F ;Y ]. We further use the
collective symbol sA for its elements. Accordingly, sAΛ denote jets of s
A, θAΛ = ds
A
Λ−s
A
λ+Λdx
λ
are contact forms, and ∂ΛA are graded derivations of the R-ring S
0
∞[F ;Y ] such that ∂
Λ′
A′⌋ds
A
Λ =
δAA′δ
Λ′
Λ . The symbol [A] = [s
A] = [sAΛ] stands for the Grassmann parity.
The DGA S∗∞[F ;Y ] ⊃ O
∗
∞Y is split into the variational bicomplex which describes
Lagrangian theory of even and odd fields.
5 Lagrangian theory of even and odd fields
There is the canonical decomposition of the DGA S∗∞[F ;Y ] into the modules S
k,m
∞ [F ;Y ]
of k-contact and m-horizontal graded forms. Accordingly, the graded exterior differential
on S∗∞[F ;Y ] falls into the sum d = dV + dH of the vertical differential dV and the total
differential
dH(φ) = dx
λ ∧ dλ(φ), dλ = ∂λ +
∑
0≤|Λ|
sAλ+Λ∂
Λ
A, φ ∈ S
∗
∞[F ;Y ],
dH ◦ h0 = h0 ◦ d, h0 : S
∗
∞[F ;Y ]→ S
0,∗
∞ [F ;Y ].
We also have the graded projection endomorphism ̺ of S<0,n∞ [F ;Y ] such that ̺ ◦ dH = 0
and the graded variational operator δ = ̺ ◦ d such that δ ◦ dH = 0, δ ◦ δ = 0. With these
operators the DGA S∗∞[F ;Y ] is split into the Grassmann-graded variational bicomplex. It
contains the subcomplexes
0→ R−→S0∞[F ;Y ]
dH−→S0,1∞ [F ;Y ] · · ·
dH−→S0,n∞ [F ;Y ]
δ
−→E1 = ̺(S
1,n
∞ [F ;Y ]), (7)
0→ S1,0∞ [F ;Y ]
dH−→S1,1∞ [F ;Y ] · · ·
dH−→S1,n∞ [F ;Y ]
̺
−→E1 → 0. (8)
One can think of their even elements
L = Lω ∈ S0,n∞ [F ;Y ], ω = dx
1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn, (9)
δL = θA ∧ EAω =
∑
0≤|Λ|
(−1)|Λ|θA ∧ dΛ(∂
Λ
AL)ω ∈ E1 (10)
as being a graded Lagrangian and its Euler–Lagrange operator, respectively.
The algebraic Poincare´ lemma states that the complexes (7) and (8) are locally exact
at all the terms, except R [8, 42]. Then one can obtain cohomology of these complexes in
the same manner as that of the complexes (3) and (4) [75, 83].
Theorem 1. Cohomology of the variational complex (7) equals the de Rham cohomology
H∗(Y ) of Y . The complex (8) is exact.
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Cohomology of the complex (7) at the term S1,n∞ [F ;Y ] provides the following solution
of the global inverse problem of the calculus of variation for graded Lagrangians.
Theorem 2. A δ-closed (i.e., variationally trivial) graded density reads L0 = h0ψ + dHξ,
ξ ∈ S0,n−1∞ [F ;Y ], where ψ is a non-exact n-form on Y . In particular, a δ-closed odd density
is dH-exact.
Exactness of the complex (8) at the last term implies that any Lagrangian L admits the
decomposition
dL = δL− dHΞ, Ξ ∈ S
1,n−1
∞ [F ;Y ], (11)
where L+Ξ is a Lepagean equivalent of L. This decomposition leads to the first variational
formula (Theorem 3) and the first Noether theorem (Theorem 4).
6 The first Noether theorem
In order to treat symmetries of Lagrangian field theory described by the DGA S∗∞[F ;Y ]
are defined as contact graded derivations of the R-ring S0∞[F ;Y ] [12, 42, 83]. Its graded
derivation ϑ is called contact if the Lie derivative Lϑ of the DGA S
∗
∞[F ;Y ] preserves the
ideal of contact graded forms. Contact graded derivations take the form
ϑ = ϑH + ϑV = ϑ
λdλ + (υ
A∂A +
∑
|Λ|>0
dΛυ
A∂ΛA), υ
A = ϑA − saµϑ
µ, (12)
where ϑλ, ϑA are local graded functions.
Theorem 3. It follows from the decomposition (11) that the Lie derivative LϑL of a
Lagrangian L (9) with respect to a graded derivation ϑ (12) fulfills the first variational
formula
LϑL = ϑV ⌋δL+ dH(h0(ϑ⌋ΞL)) + dV (ϑH⌋ω)L. (13)
In particular, if a vertical graded derivation ϑ is treated as an infinitesimal variation of
dynamic variables, then the first variational formula (13) shows that the Euler–Lagrange
equations δL = 0 are variational equations.
A contact graded derivation ϑ (12) is called a variational symmetry of a Lagrangian L if
the Lie derivative LϑL of L is dH-exact. One can show that ϑ is a variational symmetry iff
its vertical part υV (12) is well. Therefore, we further restrict our consideration to vertical
contact graded derivations
ϑ = (υA∂A +
∑
|Λ|>0
dΛυ
A∂ΛA). (14)
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A glance at the expression (14) shows that such a derivation is an infinite jet prolongation
of its first summand υ = υA∂A, called the generalized vector field. Substituting ϑ (14) into
the first variational formula (13), we come to the first Noether theorem.
Theorem 4. If ϑ (14) is a variational symmetry of a Lagrangian L (9) (i.e., LυL = dHσ,
σ ∈ S0,n−1∞ ), the weak conservation law
0 ≈ dH(h0(ϑ⌋ΞL)− σ)
the Noether current Jϑ = h0(ϑ⌋ΞL) holds on the shell δL = 0.
A vertical graded derivation ϑ (14) is called nilpotent if Lϑ(Lϑφ) = 0 for any horizontal
graded form φ ∈ S0,∗∞ [F ;Y ]. An even graded derivation is never nilpotent.
For the sake of simplicity, the common symbol further stands for a generalized vector
field υ, the contact graded derivation ϑ (14) determined by υ and the Lie derivative Lϑ.
We agree to call all these operators a graded derivation of the DGA S∗∞[F ;Y ].
7 The KT complex of Noether identities
Any Euler–Lagrange operator (10) obeys NI which are separated into trivial and non-trivial
ones. Trivial NI are defined as boundaries of a certain chain complex [13]. Lagrangian
theory is called degenerate if there exists non-trivial NI. They satisfy first-stage NI and so
on. Thus, there is a hierarchy of reducible NI. Degenerate Lagrangian theory is said to be
N -stage reducible if there exists non-trivial N -stage NI, but all (N +1)-stage NI are trivial.
Under certain conditions, one can associate to degenerate Lagrangian theory the exact KT
complex whose boundary operator provides all non-trivial NI (Theorem 5) [13, 14, 83]. This
complex is an extension of the original DGA S∗∞[F ;Y ] by means of antifields whose spaces
are density-dual to the modules of non-trivial NI.
Let us introduce the following notation. The density dual of a vector bundle E → X
is E
∗
= E∗ ⊗
n
∧T ∗X. Given vector bundles E → X and V → X, let S∗∞[V × F ;Y × E]
be the extension of the DGA S∗∞[F ;Y ] whose additional even and odd generators are
sections of E → X and V → X, respectively. We consider its subalgebra P∗∞[V, F ;Y,E]
with coefficients polynomial in these new generators. Let us also assume that the vertical
tangent bundle V Y of Y admits the splitting V Y = Y ×W , where W → X is a vector
bundle. In this case, there no fibre bundle under consideration whose transition functions
vanish on the shell δL = 0. Let Y
∗
denote the density-dual of W in this splitting.
Let L be a Lagrangian (9) and δL its Euler–Lagrange operator (10). In order to describe
NI which δL satisfies, let us enlarge the DGA S∗∞[F ;Y ] to the DGA P
∗
∞[Y
∗
, F ;Y, F
∗
] with
the local basis {sA, sA}, [sA] = ([A] + 1)mod 2. Its elements sA are called antifields of
antifield number Ant[sA] = 1 [8, 47]. The DGA P
∗
∞[Y
∗
, F ;Y, F
∗
] is endowed with the
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nilpotent right graded derivation δ =
←
∂ AEA. We have the chain complex
0← Im δ
δ
←−P0,n∞ [Y
∗
;F ;Y ;F
∗
]1
δ
←−P0,n∞ [Y
∗
;F ;Y ;F
∗
]2 (15)
of graded densities of antifield number ≤ 2. Its one-cycles define the above mentioned NI,
which are trivial iff cycles are boundaries. Accordingly, elements of the first homology H1(δ)
of the complex (15) correspond to non-trivial NI modulo the trivial ones [13, 14, 72, 83].
We assume that H1(δ) is finitely generated. Namely, there exists a projective Grassmann-
graded C∞(X)-module C(0) ⊂ H1(δ) of finite rank with a local basis {∆r} such that all
non-trivial NI result from the NI
δ∆r =
∑
0≤|Λ|
∆A,Λr dΛEA = 0. (16)
The NI (16) need not be independent, but obey first-stage NI described as follows. By
virtue of the Serre–Swan theorem, the module C(0) is isomorphic to a module of sections of
the product V
∗
×E
∗
, where V
∗
and E
∗
are the density-duals of some vector bundles V → X
and E → X. Let us enlarge the DGA P∗∞[Y
∗
, F ;Y, F
∗
] to the DGA P∗∞[E
∗
×Y
∗
, F ;Y, F
∗
×
V
∗
] possessing the local basis {sA, sA, cr} of Grassmann parity [cr] = ([∆r] + 1)mod 2
and antifield number Ant[cr] = 2. This DGA is provided with the nilpotent right graded
derivation δ0 = δ+
←
∂ r∆r such that its nilpotency condition is equivalent to the NI (16).
Then we have the chain complex
0← Im δ
δ
←−P0,n∞ [Y
∗
, F ;Y, F
∗
]1
δ0←−P0,n∞ [E
∗
× Y
∗
, F ;Y, F
∗
× V
∗
]2 (17)
δ0←−P0,n∞ [E
∗
× Y
∗
, F ;Y, F
∗
× V
∗
]3
of graded densities of antifield number ≤ 3. It has the trivial homology H0(δ0) and H1(δ0).
The two-cycles of this complex define the above mentioned first-stage NI. They are trivial
if cycles are boundaries, but the converse need not be true, unless a certain homology
condition holds [13, 14, 72, 83]. If the complex (17) obeys this condition, elements of its
second homology H2(δ0) define non-trivial first-stage NI modulo the trivial ones. Let us
assume that H2(δ0) is finitely generated. Namely, there exists a projective Grassmann-
graded C∞(X)-module C(1) ⊂ H2(δ0) of finite rank with a local basis {∆r1} such that all
non-trivial first-stage NI follow from the equalities
∑
0≤|Λ|
∆r,Λr1 dΛ∆r + δhr1 = 0. (18)
The first-stage NI (18) need not be independent, but satisfy the second-stage ones, and
so on. Iterating the arguments, we come to the following [13, 14, 83].
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Theorem 5. One can associate to degenerate N -stage reducible Lagrangian theory the
exact KT complex (21) with the boundary operator (20) whose nilpotency property restarts
all NI and higher-stage NI (16) and (22) if these identities are finitely generated and iff this
complex obeys the homology regularity condition.
Namely, there are vector bundles V1, . . . , VN , E1, . . . , EN over X and the DGA
P
∗
∞{N} = P
∗
∞[E
∗
N × · · · ×E
∗
1 × E
∗
× Y
∗
, F ;Y, F
∗
× V
∗
× V
∗
1 × · · · × V
∗
N ] (19)
with a local basis {sA, sA, cr, cr1 , . . . , crN} of antifield number Ant[crk ] = k + 2. Let the
indexes k = −1, 0 further stand for sA and cr, respectively. The DGA P
∗
∞{N} (19) is
provided with the nilpotent right graded derivation
δN =
←
∂
AEA +
∑
0≤|Λ|
←
∂
r∆A,Λr sΛA +
∑
1≤k≤N
←
∂
rk∆rk , (20)
∆rk =
∑
0≤|Λ|
∆rk−1,Λrk cΛrk−1 +
∑
0≤|Σ|,|Ξ|
(h(rk−2,Σ)(A,Ξ)rk cΣrk−2sΞA + ...),
of antifield number -1. It is called the KT differential. With δN , we have the exact chain
complex
0← Im δ
δ
←−P0,n∞ [Y
∗
, F ;Y, F
∗
]1
δ0←−P
0,n
∞ {0}2
δ1←−P
0,n
∞ {1}3 · · · (21)
δN−1
←−P
0,n
∞ {N − 1}N+1
δN←−P
0,n
∞ {N}N+2
δN←−P
0,n
∞ {N}N+3,
of graded densities of antifield number ≤ N + 3 which is assumed to satisfy the homol-
ogy regularity condition. This condition states that any δk<N−1-cycle φ ∈ P
0,n
∞ {k}k+3 ⊂
P
0,n
∞ {k + 1}k+3 is a δk+1-boundary. The nilpotency property of the boundary operator δN
(20) implies the NI (16) and the (k ≤ N)-stage NI
∑
0≤|Λ|
∆rk−1,Λrk dΛ(
∑
0≤|Σ|
∆rk−2,Σrk−1 cΣrk−2) + δ(
∑
0≤|Σ|,|Ξ|
h(rk−2,Σ)(A,Ξ)rk cΣrk−2sΞA) = 0. (22)
8 The inverse second Noether theorem
Second Noether theorems in different variants relate the NI and higher-stage NI to the
gauge and higher-stage gauge symmetries of Lagrangian theory [11, 12, 36]. However, the
notion of gauge symmetry of Lagrangian theory meets difficulties. In particular, it may
happen that gauge symmetries are not assembled into an algebra, or they form an algebra
on-shell [35, 44, 47, 83]. At the same time, NI are well defined (Theorem 5). Therefore,
one can use the inverse second Noether theorem (Theorem 6) in order to obtain gauge
symmetries of degenerate Lagrangian theory. This theorem associates to the antifield KT
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complex (21) the cochain sequence (24) of ghosts, whose ascent operator (25) provides
gauge and higher-stage gauge symmetries of a Lagrangian field theory.
Given the DGA P
∗
∞{N} (19), let us consider the DGA
P∗∞{N} = P
∗
∞[VN × · · ·V1 × V, F ;Y,E ×E1 × · · · × EN ] (23)
possessing the local basis {sA, cr, cr1, . . . , crN} of Grassmann parity [crk ] = ([crk ] + 1)mod 2
and antifield number Ant[crk ] = −(k + 1). Its elements crk , k ∈ N, are called the ghosts of
ghost number gh[crk ] = k + 1 [8, 47].
Theorem 6. Given the KT complex (21), the graded commutative ring P0∞{N} is split
into the cochain sequence
0→ S0∞[F ;Y ]
u
−→P0∞{N}1
u
−→P0∞{N}2
u
−→· · · , (24)
with the odd ascent operator
u = u+
∑
1≤k≤N
u(k), (25)
u = uA
∂
∂sA
, uA =
∑
0≤|Λ|
crΛη(∆
A
r )
Λ, (26)
u(k) = u
rk−1
∂
∂crk−1
, urk−1 =
∑
0≤|Λ|
crkΛ η(∆
rk−1
rk
)Λ, k = 1, . . . , N, (27)
η(f)Λ =
∑
0≤|Σ|≤k−|Λ|
(−1)|Σ+Λ|C
|Σ|
|Σ+Λ|dΣf
Σ+Λ, Cab =
b!
a!(b− a)!
.
The components u (26), u(k) (27) of the gauge operator u (25) are the above men-
tioned gauge and higher-stage gauge symmetries of reducible Lagrangian theory, respec-
tively. Indeed, let us consider the total DGA P ∗∞{N} generated by original fields, ghosts
and antifields
{sA, cr, cr1, . . . , crN , sA, cr, cr1 , . . . , crN}. (28)
It contains subalgebras P
∗
∞{N} (19) and P
∗
∞{N} (23), whose derivations δN (20) and u
(25) are prolonged to P ∗∞{N}. Let us extend an original Lagrangian L to the Lagrangian
Le = Leω = L+ L1 = L+
∑
0≤k≤N
crk∆rkω = L+ δN(
∑
0≤k≤N
crkcrkω) (29)
of zero antifield number. It is readily observed that the KT differential δN is a variational
symmetry of the Lagrangian Le (29), i.e., we have the equalities
←
δ (cr∆r)
δsA
EAω = u
AEAω = dHσ0, (30)
[
←
δ (cri∆ri)
δsA
EA +
∑
k<i
←
δ (cri∆ri)
δcrk
∆rk ]ω = dHσi, i = 1, . . . , N. (31)
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A glance at the equality (30) shows that the graded derivation u (26) is a variational
symmetry of an original Lagrangian L. Parameterized by ghosts cr, it is a gauge symmetry
of L [12, 42]. The equalities (31) are brought into the form
∑
0≤|Σ|
dΣu
ri−1
∂
∂c
ri−1
Σ
uri−2 = δ(αri−2), αri−2 = −
∑
0≤|Σ|
η(h(ri−2)(A,Ξ)ri )
ΣdΣ(c
risΞA). (32)
It follows that graded derivations u(k) (27) are the k-stage gauge symmetries of reducible
Lagrangian theory [11, 12, 44].
We agree to call u (25) the gauge operator. In contrast with the KT one, this operator
need not be nilpotent. We say that gauge and higher-stage gauge symmetries of Lagrangian
theory are algebraically closed if the gauge operator u can be extended to nilpotent graded
derivation
b = u+ ξ = uA∂A +
∑
1≤k≤N
(urk−1 + ξrk−1)∂rk−1 + ξ
rN∂rN (33)
of ghost number 1 where the coefficients ξrk−1 are at least quadratic in ghosts [10, 44]. This
extension is called the BRST operator. It brings the cochain sequence (24) into the BRST
complex.
9 BRST extended field theory
Lagrangian field theory extended to ghosts and antifields exemplifies so called field-antifield
Lagrangian theories of the following type [14, 83].
Given a fibre bundle Z → X and a vector bundle Z ′ → X, let us consider a DGA
P∗∞[Z
∗
, Z ′;Z,Z
′∗
] with a local basis {za, za}, where [za] = ([z
a] + 1)mod 2. One can
think of its elements za and za as being fields and antifields, respectively. Its submod-
ule P0,n∞ [Z
∗
, Z ′;Z,Z
′∗
] of horizontal densities is provided with the binary operation
{Lω,L′ω} = [
←
δ L
δza
δL′
δza
+ (−1)[L][L
′]
←
δ L′
δza
δL
δza
]ω, (34)
called the antibracket by analogy with that in field-antifield BRST theory [47]. One treats
this operation as sui generis odd Poisson structure [1, 7]. Let us associate to a Lagrangian
Lω the odd graded derivations
υL =
←
δ L
δza
∂
∂za
, υL =
←
∂
∂za
δL
δza
. (35)
Then the following conditions are equivalent: (i) the graded derivation υL (35) is a varia-
tional symmetry of a Lagrangian Lω, (ii) so is the graded derivation υL, (iii) the relation
{Lω,Lω} = 2
←
δ L
δza
δL
δza
ω = dHσ (36)
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holds [14]. This relation is called the (classical) master equation.
Let us consider an original Lagrangian L and its extension Le (29), together with the
odd graded derivations (35) which read
υe =
←
δ L1
δsA
∂
∂sA
+
∑
0≤k≤N
←
δ L1
δcrk
∂
∂crk
, υe =
←
∂
∂sA
δL1
δsA
+ [
←
∂
∂sA
δL
δsA
+
∑
0≤k≤N
←
∂
∂crk
δL1
δcrk
].
An original Lagrangian L trivially satisfies the master equation. A goal is to extend it to
a nontrivial solution
L+ L1 + L2 + · · · = Le + L
′ (37)
of the master equation by means of terms Li of polynomial degree i > 1 in ghosts and
of zero antifield number. Such an extension need not exists. One can show the following
[14, 83].
Theorem 7. If the gauge operator u (25) admits the BRST extension b (33), the Lagran-
gian
LE = Le +
∑
1≤k≤N
ξrk−1crk−1ω = L+ b(
∑
0≤k≤N
crk−1crk−1)ω + dHσ (38)
satisfies the master equation {LE , LE} = 0.
The proof of Theorem 7 gives something more. The gauge operator (25) admits the
BRST extension (33) only if the higher-stage gauge symmetry conditions hold off-shell. For
instance, this is the case of irreducible and abelian reducible Lagrangian theories. In abelian
reducible theories, the gauge operator u itself is nilpotent. In irreducible Lagrangian theory,
the gauge operator admits a nilpotent BRST extension if gauge transformations form a Lie
algebra.
10 Gauge theory of principal connections
Let us consider gauge theory of principal connections on a principal bundle P → X with
a structure Lie group G. Principal connections are G-equivariant connections on P → X
and, therefore, they are represented by sections of the quotient bundle
C = J1P/G→ X (39)
[38, 59, 83]. This is an affine bundle coordinated by (xλ, arλ) such that, given a section A of
C → X, its components Arλ = a
r
λ ◦ A are coefficients of the familiar local connection form
(i.e., gauge potentials). Therefore, one calls C (39) the bundle of principal connections. A
key point is that its first order jet manifold J1C admits the canonical splitting over C given
by the coordinate expression
arλµ =
1
2
F rλµ +
1
2
Srλµ =
1
2
(arλµ + a
r
µλ − c
r
pqa
p
λa
q
µ) +
1
2
(arλµ − a
r
µλ + c
r
pqa
p
λa
q
µ), (40)
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where crpq are the structure constants of the Lie algebra g of G, and F
r
λµ = F
r
λµ ◦ J
1A is the
strength of a principal connection A.
There is a unique (Yang–Mills) quadratic gauge invariant Lagrangian LYM on J
1C
which factorizes through the component F rλµ of the splitting (40). Its gauge symmetries
are G-invariant vertical vector fields on P . They are given by sections ξ = ξrer of the Lie
algebra bundle VGP = V P/G, and define vector fields
ξ = (−crjiχ
jaiλ + ∂λχ
r)∂λr (41)
on the bundle of principal connections C such that LJ1χLYM = 0. The corresponding
irreducible NI read
crjia
i
λE
λ
r + dλE
λ
j = 0.
As a consequence, the basis (arλ, c
r, aλr , cr) for the BRST extended gauge theory consists
of gauge potentials arλ, ghosts c
r of ghost number 1, and antifields aλr , cr of antifield numbers
1 and 2, respectively. Replacing gauge parameters χr in χ (41) with odd ghost cr, we obtain
the gauge operator u (25), whose nilpotent extension is the well known BRST operator
b = (−crjic
jaiλ + c
r
λ)
∂
∂arλ
−
1
2
crijc
icj
∂
∂cr
.
Hence, the Yang–Mills Lagrangian is extended to a solution of the master equation
LE = LYM + (−c
r
ijc
jaiλ + c
r
λ)a
λ
rω −
1
2
crijc
icjcrω.
11 Topological Chern–Simons gauge theory
Gauge symmetries of topological Chern–Simons (henceforth CS) gauge theory are wider
than those of the Yang–Mills gauge one.
One usually considers CS theory whose Lagrangian is the local CS form derived from
the local transgression formula for the second Chern characteristic form. The global CS
Lagrangian is well defined, but depends on a background gauge potential [18, 19, 31, 41].
The fibre bundle J1P → C is a trivial G-principal bundle canonically isomorphic to
C × P → C. This bundle admits the canonical principal connection
A = dxλ ⊗ (∂λ + a
p
λεp) + da
r
λ ⊗ ∂
λ
r
[59]. Its curvature defines the canonical VGP -valued 2-form
F = (darµ ∧ dx
µ +
1
2
crpqa
p
λa
q
µdx
λ ∧ dxµ)⊗ er (42)
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on C. Given a section A of C → X, the pull-back
FA = A
∗F =
1
2
F rλµdx
λ ∧ dxµ ⊗ er (43)
of F onto X is the strength form of a gauge potential A.
Let Ik(e) = br1...rke
r1 · · · erk be a G-invariant polynomial of degree k > 1 on the Lie
algebra g. With F (42), one can associate to Ik the closed gauge-invariant 2k-form
P2k(F) = br1...rkF
r1 ∧ · · · ∧ Frk
on C. Given a section B of C → X, the pull-back P2k(FB) = B
∗P2k(F) of P2k(F) is a closed
characteristic form onX. Let the same symbol stand for its pull-back onto C. Since C → X
is an affine bundle and the de Rham cohomology of C equals that of X, the forms P2k(F)
and P2k(FB) possess the same cohomology class [P2k(F)] = [P2k(FB)] for any principal
connection B. Thus, Ik(e) 7→ [P2k(FB)] ∈ H
∗(X) is the familiar Weil homomorphism.
Furthermore, we obtain the transgression formula
P2k(F)− P2k(FB) = dS2k−1(a,B) (44)
on C [41, 83]. Its pull-back by means of a section A of C → X gives the transgression
formula
P2k(FA)− P2k(FB) = dS2k−1(A,B)
on X. For instance, if P2k(F) is the characteristic Chern 2k-form, then S2k−1(a,B) is the
CS (2k − 1)-form.
In particular, one can choose the local section B = 0. Then, S2k−1(a, 0) is the local CS
form. Let S2k−1(A, 0) be its pull-back onto X by means of a section A of C → X. Then
the CS form S2k−1(a,B) (44) admits the decomposition
S2k−1(a,B) = S2k−1(a, 0)−S2k−1(B, 0) + dK2k−1. (45)
The transgression formula (44) also yields the transgression formula
P2k(F)− P2k(FB) = dH(h0S2k−1(a,B)),
h0S2k−1(a,B) = k
1∫
0
P2k(t, B)dt, (46)
P2k(t, B) = br1...rk(a
r1
µ1
− Br1µ1)dx
µ1 ∧ F r2(t, B) ∧ · · · ∧ F rk(t, B),
F rj(t, B) =
1
2
[ta
rj
λjµj
+ (1− t)∂λjB
rj
µj
− ta
rj
µjλj
− (1− t)∂µjB
rj
λj
+
1
2
crjpq(ta
p
λj
+ (1− t)Bpλj )(ta
q
µj
+ (1− t)Bqµj ]dx
λj ∧ dxµj ⊗ er,
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on J1C. If 2k − 1 = dimX, the density LCS(B) = h0S2k−1(a,B) (46) is the global CS
Lagrangian of topological CS theory. The decomposition (45) induces the decomposition
LCS(B) = h0S2k−1(a, 0)−S2k−1(B, 0) + dHh0K2k−1. (47)
For instance, if dimX = 3, the global CS Lagrangians reads
LCS(B) = [
1
2
hmnε
αβγamα (F
n
βγ −
1
3
cnpqa
p
βa
q
γ)]ω −
[
1
2
hmnε
αβγBmα (F (B)
n
βγ −
1
3
cnpqB
p
βB
q
γ)]ω − dα(hmnε
αβγamβ B
n
γ )ω,
where εαβγ is the skew-symmetric Levi–Civita tensor.
Since the density −S2k−1(B, 0) + dHh0K2k−1 is variationally trivial, the global CS
Lagrangian (47) possesses the same NI and gauge symmetries as the local one LCS =
h0S2k−1(a, 0). They are the following.
In contrast with the Yang–Mills Lagrangian, the CS one LCS(B) is independent of a
metric on X. Therefore, its gauge symmetries are all G-invariant vector fields on a principal
bundle P . They are identified to sections
vP = τ
λ∂λ + χ
rer
of the vector bundle TGP = TP/G→ X, and yield vector fields
vC = τ
λ∂λ + (−c
r
pqχ
paqλ + ∂λχ
r − arµ∂λτ
µ)∂λr (48)
on the bundle of principal connections C [59, 83]. One can show that they are variational
and, consequently, gauge symmetries of the global CS Lagrangian LCS(B). The vertical
part
vV = (−c
r
pqχ
paqλ + ∂λχ
r − arµ∂λτ
µ − τµarµλ)∂
λ
r (49)
of vector fields vC (48) is also a variational symmetry of LCS(B).
As a consequence, the basis (arλ, c
λ, cr, aλr , cλ, cr) of BRST extended CS theory consists
of even fields arλ, ghosts c
λ, cr and antifields aλr , cλ, cr. Substituting the ghosts c
λ, cr for
gauge parameters in the vector field vV (49), we obtain the gauge operator
u = (−crpqc
paqλ + c
r
λ − c
µ
λa
r
µ − c
µarµλ)∂
λ
r . (50)
The corresponding irreducible NI read
−crjia
i
λE
λ
r − dλE
λ
j = 0, −a
r
µλE
λ
r + dλ(a
r
µE
λ
r ) = 0.
The gauge operator (50) admits the nilpotent BRST extension
b = (−crjic
jaiλ + c
r
λ − c
µ
λa
r
µ − c
µarµλ)
∂
∂arλ
−
1
2
crijc
icj
∂
∂cr
+ cλµc
µ ∂
∂cλ
.
Accordingly, the CS Lagrangian is extended to the proper solution of the master equation
LE = LCS + [(−c
r
ijc
jaiλ + c
r
λ)a
λ
r −
1
2
crijc
icjcr + c
λ
µc
µcλ]ω.
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12 Field theory on composite bundles
Let us consider a composite fibre bundle
Y → Σ→ X, (51)
where πYΣ : Y → Σ and πΣX : Σ → X are fibre bundles. It is provided with fibred coor-
dinates (xλ, σm, yi), where (xµ, σm) are bundle coordinates on Σ → X, i.e., the transition
functions of coordinates σm are independent of coordinates yi. The following facts make
composite bundles useful for physical applications [38, 76, 83].
Given a composite bundle (51), let h be a global section of Σ→ X. Then the restriction
Yh = h
∗Y (52)
of the fibre bundle Y → Σ to h(X) ⊂ Σ is a subbundle of the fibre bundle Y → X.
Every section s of the fibre bundle Y → X is a composition of the section h = πY Σ ◦ s
of the fibre bundle Σ→ X and some section of the fibre bundle Y → Σ over h(X) ⊂ Σ.
Let J1Σ, J1ΣY , and J
1Y be jet manifolds of the fibre bundles Σ → X, Y → Σ and
Y → X, respectively. They are provided with the adapted coordinates (xλ, σm, σmλ ),
(xλ, σm, yi, y˜iλ, y
i
m) and (x
λ, σm, yi, σmλ , y
i
λ). There is the canonical map
̺ : J1Σ×
Σ
J1ΣY −→
Y
J1Y, yiλ ◦ ̺ = y
i
mσ
m
λ + y˜
i
λ.
Due to this map, any pair of connections
AΣ = dx
λ ⊗ (∂λ + A
i
λ∂i) + dσ
m ⊗ (∂m + A
i
m∂i), (53)
Γ = dxλ ⊗ (∂λ + Γ
m
λ ∂m)
on fibre bundles Y → Σ and Σ→ X, respectively, yields the composite connection
γ = AΣ ◦ Γ = dx
λ ⊗ (∂λ + Γ
m
λ ∂m + (A
i
λ + A
i
mΓ
m
λ )∂i) (54)
on the fibre bundle Y → X. For instance, let us consider a vector field τ on the base X,
its horizontal lift Γτ onto Σ by means of the connection Γ and, in turn, the horizontal lift
AΣ(Γτ) of Γτ onto Y by means of the connection AΣ. Then AΣ(Γτ) is the horizontal lift
of τ onto Y by means of the composite connection γ (54).
Given a composite bundle Y (51), there is the exact sequence of bundles
0→ VΣY → V Y → Y ×
Σ
VΣ→ 0, (55)
where VΣY is the vertical tangent bundle of the fibre bundle Y → Σ. Every connection A
(53) on the fibre bundle Y → Σ yields the splitting
y˙i∂i + σ˙
m∂m = (y˙
i −Aimσ˙
m)∂i + σ˙
m(∂m + A
i
m∂i)
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of the exact sequences (55). This splitting defines the first order differential operator
D˜ = dxλ ⊗ (yiλ −A
i
λ − A
i
mσ
m
λ )∂i (56)
on the composite bundle Y → X. This operator, called the vertical covariant differential,
possesses the following important property. Let h be a section of the fibre bundle Σ→ X
and Yh the subbundle (52) of the composite bundle Y → X. Then the restriction of the
vertical covariant differential D˜ (56) to J1Yh ⊂ J
1Y coincides with the familiar covariant
differential relative to the pull-back connection
Ah = h
∗AΣ = dx
λ ⊗ [∂λ + ((A
i
m ◦ h)∂λh
m + (A ◦ h)iλ)∂i] (57)
on Yh → X [38, 59, 83].
The peculiarity of field theory on a composite bundle (51) is that its Lagrangian depends
on a connection on Y → Σ, but not Y → X, and it factorizes through the vertical covariant
differential (56). This is the case of field theories with broken symmetries, spinor fields,
gauge gravitation theory [59, 69, 71, 73, 74, 83].
13 Symmetry breaking and Higgs fields
In gauge theory on a principal bundle P → X, a symmetry breaking is defined as reduction
of the structure Lie groupG of this principal bundle to a closed (consequently, Lie) subgroup
H of exact symmetries [22, 38, 54, 63, 67, 74, 83].
By virtue of the well-known theorem, reduction of the structure group of a principal
bundle takes place iff there exists a global section h of the quotient bundle P/H → X. This
section is treated as a Higgs field. Thus, we have the composite bundle
P → P/H → X, (58)
where P → P/H is a principal bundle with the structure group H and Σ = P/H → X
is a P -associated fibre bundle with the typical fibre G/H . Moreover, there is one-to-
one correspondence between the global sections h of Σ → X and reduced H-principal
subbundles P h = π−1PΣ(h(X)) of P .
Let Y → Σ be a vector bundle associated to the H-principal bundle P → Σ. Then
sections of the composite bundle Y → Σ → X describe matter fields with the exact
symmetry group H in the presence of Higgs fields. Given bundle coordinates (xλ, σm, yi)
on Y , these sections are locally represented by pairs (σm(x), yi(x)). Given a global section
h of Σ → X, sections of the vector bundle Yh (52) describe matter fields in the presence
of the background Higgs field h. Moreover, for different Higgs fields h and h′, the fibre
bundles Yh and Yh′ need not be equivalent [38, 67, 74].
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Note that Y → X fails to be associated to a principal bundle P → X with the structure
group G and, consequently, it need not admit a principal connection. Therefore, one should
consider a principal connection (53) on the fibre bundle Y → Σ, and a Lagrangian on J1Y
factorizes through the vertical covariant differential D˜ (56). In the presence of a background
Higgs field h, the restriction of D˜ to J1Yh coincides with the covariant differential relative
to the pull-back connection (57) on Yh → X.
Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian metrics on a manifold X exemplify classical Higgs
fields. Let X be an oriented four-dimensional smooth manifold and LX the fibre bundle
of linear frames in the tangent spaces to X. It is a principal bundle with the structure
group GL4 = GL
+(4,R). This structure group is always reducible to its maximal compact
subgroup SO(4). The corresponding global sections of the quotient bundle LX/SO(4) are
Riemannian metrics on X. However, the reduction of the structure group GL4 of LX to
its Lorentz subgroup SO(1, 3) and a pseudo-Riemannian metric on X need not exist.
Note that, if G = GL4 and H = SO(1, 3), we are in the case of so called reductive
G-structure [45] when the Lie algebra g of G is the direct sum
G = h⊕m (59)
of the Lie algebra h of H and a subspace m ⊂ g such that ad(g)(m) ⊂ m, g ∈ H . In
this case, the pull-back of the h-valued component of any principal connection on P onto a
reduced subbundle P h is a principal connection on P h.
14 Natural and gauge-natural bundles
A connection Γ on a fibre bundle Y → X defines the horizontal lift Γτ onto Y of any vector
field τ on X. There is the category of natural bundles [56, 80] which admit the functorial lift
τ˜ onto T of any vector field τ on X such that τ 7→ τ is a monomorphism of the Lie algebra
of vector field on X to that on T . One can think of the lift τ˜ as being an infinitesimal
generator of a local one-parameter group of general covariant transformations of T . The
corresponding Noether current Jτ˜ is the energy-momentum flow along τ [38, 68, 69, 83].
Natural bundles are exemplified by tensor bundles over X. Moreover, all bundles asso-
ciated to the principal frame bundle LX are natural bundles. The bundle
CK = J
1LX/GL4 (60)
of principal connections on LX is not associated to LX, but it is also a natural bundle
[38, 59].
Note that a spinor bundle Sg associated to a pseudo-Riemannian metric g on X admits
the canonical lift of any vector field on X onto Sh. It is called Kosmann’s Lie derivative
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[28, 46]. Such a lift is a property of any reductive G-structure [45]. However, this lift fails
to be functorial, and spinor bundles are not natural.
In a more general setting, higher order natural bundles and gauge-natural bundles are
called into play [27, 29, 56, 80]. Note that the linear frame bundle LX over a manifold
X is the set of first order jets of local diffeomorphisms of Rn to X, n = dimX, at the
origin of Rn. Accordingly, one considers r-order frame bundles LrX of r-order jets of local
diffeomorphisms of Rn toX. Furthermore, given a principal bundle P → X with a structure
group G, the r-order jet bundle J1P → X of its sections fails to be a principal bundle.
However, the product W rP = LrX × JrP is a principal bundle with the structure group
W rnG which is a semi direct product of the group G
r
n of invertible r-order jets of maps R
n
to itself at its origin (e.g., G1n = GL(n,R)) and the group T
r
nG of r-order jets of morphisms
Rn → G at the origin of Rn. Moreover, if Y → X is a fibre bundle associated to P , the jet
bundle JrY → X is a vector bundle associated to the principal bundle W rP . It exemplifies
gauge natural bundles, which can described as fibre bundles associated to principal bundles
W rP . Natural bundles are gauge natural bundles for a trivial G = 1. The bundle of
principal connections C (39) is a first order gauge natural bundle. This fact motivates
somebody to develop generalized gauge theory on gauge natural bundles [17, 23, 29, 30].
15 Gauge gravitation theory
Gauge gravitation theory (see [3, 4, 24, 50, 53, 55, 64, 73, 82] for a survey) can be described
as a field theory on natural bundles over an oriented four-dimensional manifold X whose
dynamic variables are linear connections and pseudo-Riemannian metrics on X [10, 59, 71,
73, 83].
Linear connections on X (henceforth world connection) are principal connections on
the linear frame bundle LX of X. They are represented by sections of the bundle of
linear connections CK (60). This is provided with bundle coordinates (x
λ, kλ
ν
α) such that
components kλ
ν
α ◦ K = Kλ
ν
α of a section K of CK → X are coefficient of the linear
connection
K = dxλ ⊗ (∂λ +Kλ
µ
ν x˙
ν ∂˙µ)
on TX with respect to the holonomic bundle coordinates (xλ, x˙λ).
In order to describe gravity, let us assume that the linear frame bundle LX admits
a Lorentz structure, i.e., reduced principal subbundles with the structure Lorentz group.
Global sections of the corresponding quotient bundle
ΣPR = LX/SO(1, 3)→ X (61)
are pseudo-Riemannian (henceforth world) metrics on X. This fact motivates us to treat a
metric gravitational field as a Higgs field [53, 71, 73].
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The total configuration space of gauge gravitation theory in the absence of matter fields
is the bundle product ΣPR × CK coordinated by (σ
αβ, kµ
α
β). This is a natural bundle
admitting the functorial lift
τ˜KΣ = τ
µ∂µ + (σ
νβ∂ντ
α + σαν∂ντ
β)
∂
∂σαβ
+ (62)
(∂ντ
αkµ
ν
β − ∂βτ
νkµ
α
ν − ∂µτ
νkν
α
β + ∂µβτ
α)
∂
∂kµαβ
of vector fields τ on X [10, 59, 83]. These lifts are generators of one-dimensional groups of
general covariant transformations, whose gauge parameters are vector fields on X.
We do not specify a gravitation Lagrangian LG on the jet manifold J
1(ΣPR ×CK), but
assume that vector fields (62) exhaust its gauge symmetries. Then the Euler–Lagrange
operator (Eαβdσ
αβ+Eµα
βdkµ
α
β)∧ω of this Lagrangian obeys irreducible Noether identities
−(σαβλ + 2σ
νβ
ν δ
α
λ )Eαβ − 2σ
νβdνEλβ + (−kλµ
α
β − kνµ
ν
βδ
α
λ + kβµ
α
λ + kµλ
α
β)E
µ
α
β +
(−kµ
ν
βδ
α
λ + kµ
α
λδ
ν
β + kλ
α
βδ
ν
µ)dνE
µ
α
β + dµβE
µ
λ
β = 0
[10]. Taking the vertical part of vector fields τ˜KΣ and replacing gauge parameters τ
λ with
ghosts cλ, we obtain the gauge operator and its nilpotent BRST prolongation
uE = u
αβ ∂
∂σαβ
+ uµ
α
β
∂
∂kµαβ
+ uλ
∂
∂cλ
= (σνβcαν + σ
ανcβν − c
λσαβλ )
∂
∂σαβ
+
(cανkµ
ν
β − c
ν
βkµ
α
ν − c
ν
µkν
α
β + c
α
µβ − c
λkλµ
α
β)
∂
∂kµαβ
+ cλµc
µ ∂
∂cλ
,
but this differs from that in [49]. Accordingly, an original Lagrangian LG is extended to a
solution of the master equation
LE = LG + u
αβσαβω + uµ
α
βk
µ
α
βω + uλcλω,
where σαβ , k
µ
α
β and cλ are corresponding antifields.
16 Dirac spinor fields
Dirac spinors as like as other ones are described in the Clifford algebra terms [33, 58]. The
Dirac spinor structure on a four-dimensional manifold X is defined as a pair (P h, zs) of
a principal bundle P h → X with the structure spin group Ls = SL(2,C) and its bundle
morphism zs : P
h → LX to the frame bundle LX [6, 58]. Any such morphism factorizes
P h → LhX → LX (63)
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through some reduced principal subbundle LhX ⊂ LX with the structure proper Lorentz
group L= SO↑(1, 3), whose universal two-fold covering is Ls. The corresponding quotient
bundle ΣT = LX/L is a two-fold covering of the bundle ΣPR (61). Its global section, called
a tetrad field, defines a principal Lorentz subbundle LhX of LX. It can be represented by a
family of local sections {ha}ι of LX on trivialization domains Uι which take values in L
hX
and possess Lorentz transition functions. They define an atlas Ψh = {({ha}ι, Uι)} of LX
with Lorentz transition functions such that the corresponding pseudo-Riemannian metric
on X reads gµν = h
a
µh
b
νηab, where ηab is the Minkowski metric.
Thus, any Dirac spinor structure is associated to a Lorentz reduced structure, but the
converse need not be true. There is the well-known topological obstruction to the existence
of a Dirac spinor structure. For instance, a Dirac spinor structure on a non-compact
manifold X exists iff X is parallelizable.
Given a Dirac spinor structure (63), the associated Dirac spinor bundle Sh can be seen as
a subbundle of the bundle of Clifford algebras generated by the Lorentz frames {ta} ∈ L
hX
[16, 58]. This fact enables one to define the Clifford representation
γh(dx
µ) = hµaγ
a (64)
of coframes dxµ in the cotangent bundle T ∗X by Dirac’s matrices, and introduce the Dirac
operator on Sh with respect to a principal connection on P h. Then sections of a spinor
bundle Sh describe Dirac spinor fields in the presence of a tetrad field h. However, the
representations (64) for different tetrad fields fail to be equivalent. Therefore, one meets a
problem of describing Dirac spinor fields in the presence of different tetrad fields and under
general covariant transformations.
In order to solve this problem, let us consider the universal two-fold covering G˜L4 of the
group GL4 and the G˜L4-principal bundle L˜X → X which is the two-fold covering bundle
of the frame bundle LX [26, 58, 77]. Then we have the commutative diagram
L˜X
ζ
−→ LX
6 6
P h −→LhX
for any Dirac spinor structure (63) [34, 69, 71]. As a consequence, L˜X/Ls = LX/L = ΣT.
Since L˜X → ΣT is an Ls-principal bundle, one can consider the associated spinor bundle
S → ΣT whose typical fibre is a Dirac spinor space Vs [59, 69, 71, 83]. We agree to call it
the universal spinor bundle because, given a tetrad field h, the pull-back Sh = h∗S → X of
S onto X is a spinor bundle on X which is associated to the Ls-principal bundle P
h. The
universal spinor bundle S is endowed with bundle coordinates (xλ, σµa , y
A), where (xλ, σµa )
are bundle coordinates on ΣT and y
A are coordinates on the spinor space Vs. The universal
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spinor bundle S → ΣT is a subbundle of the bundle of Clifford algebras which is generated
by the bundle of Minkowski spaces associated to the L-principal bundle LX → ΣT . As a
consequence, there is the Clifford representation
γΣ : T
∗X ⊗
ΣT
S → S, γΣ(dx
λ) = σλaγ
a, (65)
whose restriction to the subbundle Sh ⊂ S restarts the representation (64).
Sections of the composite bundle S → ΣT → X describe Dirac spinor fields in the
presence of different tetrad fields as follows [69, 71]. Due to the splitting (59), any general
linear connection K on X (i.e., a principal connection on LX) yields the connection
AΣ = dx
λ ⊗ (∂λ −
1
4
(ηkbσaµ − η
kaσbµ)σ
ν
kKλ
µ
νLab
A
By
B∂A) + (66)
dσµk ⊗ (∂
k
µ +
1
4
(ηkbσaµ − η
kaσbµ)Lab
A
By
B∂A)
on the universal spinor bundle S → ΣT . Its restriction to S
h is the familiar spin connection
Kh = dx
λ ⊗ [∂λ +
1
4
(ηkbhaµ − η
kahbµ)(∂λh
µ
k − h
ν
kKλ
µ
ν)Lab
A
By
B∂A], (67)
defined by K [66, 68]. The connection (66) yields the vertical covariant differential
D˜ = dxλ ⊗ [yAλ −
1
4
(ηkbσaµ − η
kaσbµ)(σ
µ
λk − σ
ν
kKλ
µ
ν)Lab
A
By
B]∂A, (68)
on the fibre bundle S → X. Its restriction to J1Sh ⊂ J1S recovers the familiar covariant
differential on the spinor bundle Sh → X relative to the spin connection (67). Combining
(65) and (68) gives the first order differential operator
D = σλaγ
aB
A[y
A
λ −
1
4
(ηkbσaµ − η
kaσbµ)(σ
µ
λk − σ
ν
kKλ
µ
ν)Lab
A
By
B],
on the fibre bundle S → X. Its restriction to J1Sh ⊂ J1S is the familiar Dirac operator
on the spinor bundle Sh in the presence of a background tetrad field h and a general linear
connection K.
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